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Abstract
ffering a new educational opportunity for high school students is a noble idea. While the existing naO
tional IYPT organizations across the world prove to be self-sustaining, starting one requires climbing
a steep potential barrier. If the stars don’t align the right way spontaneously, you can still try to align them
by hand. In this paper we share our experience of starting up the local competition in Chile over the pst
three years, navigating a labyrinth of institutions, cultural ignorance, confusing social networks, constant
funding shortages, and school strikes. Overcoming these challenges, by 2018 the IYPT Chile got above
the critical mass and came to be self-sustaining. We also want to highlight the crucial support of universities and professional physics societies in creating opportunities for high school students. While the
organizational landscape is unique in each case, many of the tricks used in our case study are transferable
to other competitions and other countries.
Keywords: Chile, competition start-up, networking, new IYPT initiative.

1 Problem statement
Most of standing national IYPT variations have existed for many years and have been growing. Several
countries that joined recently see their participants concentrated in one or a few schools. What if there was
a different way to start a national competition, hitting at the same time all the goals: quality competition,
wide involvement of schools and open possibilities for further growth? Moreover, how can we leverage
the existing expertise, scattered in different people across the globe?
There were the questions asked and the goals stated by IYPT Chile, at one point in early 2015 a daring
startup idea and by 2018 a respectable national competition. The main idea of such a startup is in bringing
a dedicated Task Force to train the local students for a finite time, as well as build a string local network
to achieve traction.

2 What we did prepare for
An external IYPT Task Force can contribute three essential components to the newborn IYPT offspring:
money, manpower, and knowledge. The first two were provided by a foreign university, in this case
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in the United States. From the university angle, this new
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FIG. 1. A student from Liceo 1 Javiera Carrera, one of the top public all-girls schools in Santiage. is explaining her
solution to one of the problems during IYPT Chile 2015, Physics Fight 1 in Fight Room A, converted from the
cinema hall in the Museum of Science and Technology.

weird tournament qualified for an international exchange program, thus it could be (and indeed was)
supported by internal university grants.
The knowledge of IYPT procedures needs to be contributed by an experienced participant, who at
the same time can draw on consultations with international colleagues and resources such as the IYPT
Archive and the Reference Kit. Most of the likely readers of this article who attended the IYPT and
preceding national rounds a few times might be surprised to discover how well they are versed in the
IYPT Regulations that seem completely arcane for outsiders and newcomers.
The attributes of the new event, i.e. the branding can be developed by a dedicated team in a matter of
weeks. These include a website [1]. a Twitter channel [2]. a new logo, a promotional video [3], an adaptation of the IYPT terminology to a new language (Spanish, in this case). Involved custom IYPT software
was provided by both the international organizers (IYPT Clock by Tim Hell and Georg Hofferek) and an
established national tournament (scoring software developed for Belarusian YPT by Heorhi Liasneuski).
Graphic design of the tournament diplomas was done remotely by an experienced designer Alexandra
Suvorova, one of the organizers of INST in St.Petersburg, Russia.

3 What we could not prepare for
Training and brainstorming sessions at home before departure cannot prepare one for the exceptional
circumstances and plain peculiarities of the host country. Reading high school physics curricula and
writing appropriate lesson plans could not prepare the Task Force to face the school entrances barricaded
with desks and chairs. Timing of IYPT Chile 2015 coincided with large protests and strikes of high
school students and teachers in Chile. The unexpected shutdown of the regular classes actually turned
out fortunately for the competition. Both students and physical lab spaces were available for preparation
sessions for much larger number of hours.
Barricaded buildings, of course, still prevent hosting official public events. The unexpected hosting
solution of IYPT Chile 2015 came in shape of the local Museum of Science and Technology that closed
its doors on a certain Monday to the general public and opened them to the tournament participants. While
Science Museum across the world have a purpose of science education not far from that of the IYPT, the
authors are not aware of other cases of Physics Fights played out immediately in the museum exposition
rooms (Refs [4-5] and FIG. 1).
The temporary and unfortunate disarray of the educational system complicated establishing a cohesive
IYPT network in 2015. Still, a very important step towards it accomplished in 20156 was invitation of
external jurors, not involved with teams’ preparation. Teachers from two other high schools, as well as
two astronomy researchers from the nearby headquarters of the European Southern Observatory were able
to join as jurors. More importantly though was inviting university professors. The first event created an
initial in IYPT in the Physics Department at the Pontifical Catholic University of Chile (PUC), though by
itself not yet sufficient for the competition to keep going self-sustained.

4 Connecting the dots
The turning point for IYPT Chile to get a solid local traction came in April 2016. Ilya Martchenko,
in his capacity of the IYPT Archivist, was trying to identify the jurors on archive photos from the 3rd
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FIG. 2. The team from Instituot Nacional, one of the top public all-boys schools in Santiage, discusses their
successful presentation during IYPT Chile 2016 hosted by the Faculty of Education of the Pontifical Catholic
University of Chile.

Cycle year
Foreign mentors
Preparation time
Problems per team
Foreign funding
Number of teams
Number of schools
Number of jurors
Juror institutions
Media coverage

2015
7
6 weeks
2
1200 USD
6
2
13
7
1 press release [4]

2016
4
5 weeks
1
0 USD
7
4
4
4
3 press releases [7-9]

2017-2018
1
6 months
5+
0 USD
20
15
est. 35
TBD
extensive

TABLE I. Facts and figures on IYPT Chile growth is 2015-2018.

IYPT 1990 in Moscow [6]. His investigations led to Marina Stepanova, who was in 1990 a Physics
PhD student in Skobeltsyn Institute of Nuclear Physcis, Lomonosov Moscow State University and indeed
judged that year’s IYPT. In the present she is a Physics Professor at the University of Santiage de Chile
(USaCh). Upon receiving the email from Ilya, Marina realized that ”Torneo Chileno de Físicos Jóvenes”
in Spanish, ”Intternational Young Physicists’ Tournament” in English and ”Международный Турнир
Юных Физиков” in Russian all refer to the same competition, developed quite close to her university,
and decided to join.
Involvement of Marina and Other professors, students and postdocs from USaCh in the mix of organizers in 2016 finally straightened the connections between all pieces of the puzzle. The significant
qualitative jump from the first year was in directly involving university resources at the level of department chairs at PUC and USaCh. The universities also provided laboratory spaces and auditoriums to host
the Opening Ceremony and the final day-long competition itself (Refs. [7-8] and FIG. 2). Not the last
role in securing their commitment was played by the existing reputation of MIT, as well s various formal
and informal connections between MIT and Chilean researchers [9].
The following year 2017 brought the next large jump as University of Chile (UChile) became the third
university to join. Administrative support reached the level of the Dean of School of Science, which allows
not only to access laboratories and auditoriums but also to get direct funding from all three universities,
for example to hire undergraduate students to serve as team mentors. After the inauguration of the third
tournament cycle in November 2017, the three universities have taken turns in hosting public lectures to
catch up the participants on the physics concepts required for IYPT problems. In January 2018, a Summer
Workshop was held, combining simultaneous work in laboratories of all three universities with a series
of larger talks on different IYPT aspects by Andrei Klishin as an invited guest speaker and instructor.
Through spreading these events in time, the IYPT Chile cycle was extended from a few weeks to more
than half a year, akin to established national competitions (see TABLE I). The acquired funding and
infrastructure were completely sufficient to conduct a national level competition and invite and host a
foreign mentor, yet not ready for funding and fielding a team for IYPT 2018 in China.
By 2018, the core organization of IYPT Chile is run by a professional team of PhD professors with
active research programs and powerful connections. The administrative patronage reached the level of
Vice-Rector of PUC who endorsed the Chilean IMO Application. Still, there are organizational challenges
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FIG. 3. The network of contacts developed between IYPT Chile and other orgnaizations that were not present at the
moment of arrival.

ahead. IYPT Chile can still be tighter integrated into the university and high school programs and is yet to
acquire permanent financial sponsors. The ultimate landmark goal, of course, is selecting and preparing
the Chilean national team capable of playing IYPT at high level and in the English Language.

5 Why did this work at all in Chile?
The IYPT is not just about high school students and teachers, or university students and professors, or
Ministries of Education and Science, or the international enthusiasts. It is about all of them at the same
time. The main success of IYPT Chile pilot project is not in providing mentoring to a few hundred high
school students. It is in establishing the links between all of the above tiers of the educational system and
launching positive feedback loops for the system to support and reinforce itself without incessant foreign
aid (see FIG. 3).
The choice of the country was no accident, and the efforts we took paid off in Chile much more than
they could have elsewhere. Unlike highly developed countries such as the United States, Chilean market
of afterschool activities and scholarly competitions is significantly under-saturated, so a new offering does
not have to push older ones out to survive. At the same time, high schools and universities in Chile enjoy
a very healthy relationship with each other, making mutual visits much simpler. Such visits are not stifled
by endless supervisory requirements, background checks and restrictive campus hours.
The positive first experience of an IYPT startup in Chile paves way to similar endeavors in the future.
Whether in form of dedicated Task Forces or simpler lecture series, it can be up to the members of the
IYPT community to proactively increase our ranks in the coming years. Should you have an interest in
making something like our project happen, you are most welcome to contact us for any advice.
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